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H 20-HCI is studied using a number of basis sets including 6-31G** and variants which are
augmented by a diffuse sp shell and a second set of d functions on 0 and CI. Optimization of
the geometry of the complex is carried out including explicitly electron correlation and
counterpoise correction of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) at both the SCF and
correlated levels. Correlation strengthens and shortens the H bond while BSSE correction
leads to an opposite trend; these two effects are of different magnitude and hence cancel one
another only partially. t:Jl°(298 K) is calculated to be - 4.0 kcallmol, 1/4 of which is due to
correlation. Formation of the complex causes the strong intensification and red shift of the HCI stretching band normally associated with H bonding, whereas the internal vibrations of
H 2 0 are very little affected, except for a doubling of the intensity of the symmetric stretch.
With respect to the intermolecular modes, the bends of the proton donor are of higher
frequency than those involving the acceptor. While these intermolecular bends are all of
mode~ate intensit~, comp~rable t? t~e in~ramo~ecular modes, the H-bond stretch v u is very
weak mdeed, consistent with a pnnclple mvolvmg subunit dipoles. All calculated vibrational
data are in excellent agreement with the spectra measured in solid inert gas matrices.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most interesting recent trends in vibrational
spectroscopy has been directed towards intermolecular interactions and motions. In particular, enormous progress
has been made in experimental study ofH -bonded systems in
the gas phase. A range of spectroscopic techniques including
molecular beam electric resonance, pulsed-nozzle Fourier
transform microwave, and infrared laser are capable of providing valuable information concerning the structure and
properties of a large number' ofH -bonded complexes. 1-4 This
information is generally accessible from the mid-IR and Raman spectra, both exhibiting changes in the intramolecular
force field induced directly by complexation or by coupling
to intermolecular vibrations. 5 •6
. The intermolecular modes can be studied directly by far
mfrared, low-frequency Raman,4.7 and incoherent inelastic
neutron scattering spectroscopy.s The most valuable information is extracted from gas phase measurements, free of
perturbations from the environment. However, the low concentrations of the complexes and interference from the very
intense rotational spectra occurring in the far-IR region
makes reliable interpretation of the spectra of molecular
complexes a challenging task.4 Indeed, a complete set of int~~olecular vibrations has been determined for only a very
hmited number of H-bonded complexes; viz. H 20-HF,
HCN-HF, and CH3CN-HF. 9
Although suffering from another set of limitations,
quantum mechanical calculations offer the opportunity of
studying the entire vibrational spectrum of a given H-bonded complex. Frequencies and intensities of intermolecular as
')Permanent address: Institute of Chemistry. University ofWroctaw. 50383 Wroc1aw. Poland.
b) Address correspondence to this author.
c) Recipient of NIH Research Career Development Award.
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well as intramolecular vibrations can be calculated and analyzed. The suitability ofthis ab initio approach to H-bonded
systems was first convincingly demonstrated by Curtiss and
PoplelO for HCN-HF, (H 20)2' and (HFh with numerous
additional applications subsequently.ll However, this early
work was primarily restricted to frequencies with little attempt made to calculate the more difficult intensities. In addition, computational limitations forced many workers to
make use of rather small and unpolarized basis sets. More
recently, several groups have reexamined the problem within the context of modern computers and ab initio programs,
calculating the frequencies and intensities of all vibrations
.
db'
WI'th Improve
aSls sets. 12- 15 Such calculations promise to
be of great use in assisting experimentalists with band identification and elucidation of practical principles.
Hydrogen bonds of medium strength have provided a
focus for a combined experimental and theoretical strategy.
For example, H 20-HF was among the first complexes
whose IR spectrum was fully recorded in the gas phase9 (a)
and was the subject of accurate ab initio calculations, including the effects of electron correlation, upon the energetics,
structure, and vibrational spectrum. 16•17 Weak H bonds,
such as H 20-HCI, on the other hand, are much less completely understood, despite their chemical importance. The
geometry of this particular complex has been determined by
gas phase rotational spectroscopy18 but no vibrational data
was forthcoming. Clear identification of the vibrational
bands has been limited to intramolecular modes in solid matrices. 19- 21 Previous quantum mechanical calculations l7.22
have provided certain insights about the structure and energetics of this complex but have not considered the IR spectrum.
The present study focuses on the weak H-bonded H 2OHCI complex with a number of objectives. First, we improve
upon the prior calculations by application of improved basis
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TABLE I. Scaling factors [ and orbital exponents a for various basis set descriptions of HCI.

Cia

H

[(3sp,)

[(3spo)

a""

ad

[(lSi)

[(lso)

ap

1.0
0.996
0.996

1.0
1.043
1.043

0.077
0.077

0.750
0.770
0.997,0.206

1.200
1.132
1.132

1.150
1.214
1.214

1.100
1.135
1.135

6-3IG"

+vPS

+ yp5(2IW

• Scaling factors of Is and 2sp shells of CI were unchanged from unity by optimization.

sets and by rigorous correction of the basis set superposition
artifact, a major source of error in both the geometry and
complexation energy. More importantly, we supply for the
first time a complete set of vibrational frequencies and intensities for this complex in the gas phase and compare our data
with the experimental spectrum obtained in a solid matrix.
We hope in this manner to critically evaluate the accuracy of
an ab initio approach and to arrive at an estimate of the
perturbation caused by the matrix.
The next section lists the specifics of our basis sets and
computational procedures which are tested and compared
with experimental data for the isolated subunits in Sec. III.
The structural and energetic aspects of the complex are described in the next section which includes the effects of correlation and counterpoise corrections. Section Y reports the
complete vibrational analysis of the complex, comparing
with the isolated subunits and experimental information.

II. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS

Ab initio calculations were carried out using the GAUSSIAN-SO package of computer codes. 23 Electron correlation

was included via second order MtSller-Plesset perturbation
theory (MP2), keeping frozen the cores of heavy atoms. 24
The smallest basis set applied to this system is 6-310**,
of standard split-valence type, containing polarization functions on all atoms. 25 The two larger sets are derived from 6310* * so as to improve the electronic distribution and polarizability of each subunit, provide a better framework for
correlation, and reduce the basis set superposition error at
primary and higher levels, as described in previous work. 26.27
+ ypS adds a diffuse sp shell to heavy atoms, followed by
optimization of the SCF energy of the relevant subunits, here
H 20 and HCI, with respect to the orbital exponents of all
atoms. Further addition of a second set of d functions to 0
and CI, including subsequent reoptimization of both sets,
leadstothebasissetdesignated + ypS(2d)s. The optimized
orbital parameters of H 20 have been reported previously26;
data for HCI are listed in Table I.
Complete optimization of the geometry of H 20-HCI
was performed at the SCF level with the gradient procedures
contained within GAUSSIAN-SO while MP2 optimizations required a stepwise procedure, holding fixed the internal geometry of H 20 in its SCF configuration. Interaction energies

TABLE II. Computed properties of H 20, all in a.u. unless otherwise indicated."
6-3IG**

r(OH},A
B(HOH},deg
Energy

SCF
SCF
SCF

Il,D

SCF

MP2
MP2

Bu
B""
0 ...
0,...

au

SCF
SCF
SCF
SCF
SCF
MP2

a""

SCF
MP2

a yy

SCF
MP2

0.943
106.0
-76.02361
- 0.195 44
2.147
- 0.085
-0.060
1.73
1.75
0.95
5.11
-0.07
7.02
0.04
2.93
0.06

+VPS
0.943
106.4
-76.03576
-0.209 56
2.226
-0.048
- 0.106
1.92
1.81
1.16
5.79
0.33
7.23
0.14
5.32
0.97

+ VPS(2d}s
0.943
106.0
-76.03885
-0.22362
1.991
-0.036
-0.060
1.93
1.83
1.35
7.36
0.45
8.23
0.25
6.88
1.15

Expt.
0.9575 b
104.5b

1.847"
- 0.097d
1.96d

9.6210.019.26-

in xz plane, the z axis coinciding with the C2 rotation axis. The origin was taken as the center of
mass. Il refers to dipole moment, B to quadrupole, and 0 to octupole; the dipole polarizability is denoted a.
bReference 32.
"Reference 33.
d Reference 34.
• Estimated in Ref. 35 from various experimental sources.
a Molecule lies
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TABLE III. Computed properties of HCl, all in a.u. unless otherwise indicated.'
6-310**
r(HCI) ,A

Energy

p.,D

9u

fiuz
au
a xx

SCF
SCF+ MP2
SCF
MP2
SCF
MP2
SCF
SCF
SCF
MP2
SCF
MP2

+ ypS
1.269

1.266
- 460.06603
- 0.149 32
1.469
-0.049
2.74
2.73
12.90
-0.15
11.70
-0.10

- 460.06816
-0.15146
1.511
-0.046
2.84
2.82
12.64
- 0.10
11.09
-0.04

+ YPS(2d)s
1.267
1.274
- 460.07094
- 0.172 12
1.231
-0.040
3.01
3.67
16.02
0.08
14.50
0.07

Expt.

1.093C
2.800

19.6"

a Molecular

lies along the z axis, the origin was taken as the center of mass.
Reference 32.
c Reference 36.
dExperimental values quoted in Ref. 37.
"Estimated using experimental anisotropy au - a xx = 1.49 a.u. in Ref. 38.
b

were computed as the difference in total energy between the
complex and the isolated reference subunits. The basis set
superposition error (BSSE) was calculated by the BoysBernardi counterpoise procedure (CP) 28 at both the SCF
and MP2 levels, as recommended by numerous other
workers. 29
SCF and MP2 contributions to the dipole moment and
dipole polarizability tensors of the isolated subunits were
computed via the finite-field perturbation method, using a
numerical differentiation based on a parabolic approximation for the dependence of the energy upon the electric field
(increments of ± 0.005 a.u.). Quadrupole and octupole
moments were calculated at the SCF level using the molecular properties package contained within the MONSTERGAUSS
program. 30
The force constant matrix with respect to Cartesian
atomic displacements was obtained by numerical differentiation ( ± 0.01 a.u.) of the analytical gradient at the SCF
equilibrium geometry. Diagonalization of the GF matrix led
to the normal coordinates and their associated frequencies. 3I
The infrared intensity of each normal mode Q was calculated
as

(1)

where No is Avogadro's number and c the speed of light.
Equation (1) expresses the absolute integrated molar absorption coefficient A in km/mol when ap,1aQ is in units of
e a.u. -1/2.
III. MONOMER PROPERTIES

Before presenting our results for the H 20-HCI complex, we begin with a comparison of the properties of the
isolated subunits calculated with each of our basis sets. The
data reported in the first two rows of Table II indicate the
geometry of H 20 is quite insensitive to basis set, with the
calculated parameters within 0.01 A and 2° of experiment.

The HCI bond length in Table III is also insensitive to basis
set; good agreement with experiment arises after secondorder correlation has lengthened the bond somewhat.
The SCF energies in the following row obey the usual
lowering with enlargement of basis set. Of particular note is
the substantial increase in the MP2 energy of both H 20 and
HCI when a second set of d functions is added to the basis,
indicating an improved framework for description of correlation effects.
Due to the major role played by electrostatics in Hbonding interactions,39 it is crucial that the theoretical approach accurately portray the multipole moments and polarizabilities of each subunit. From Tables II and III, it is
clear that all basis sets exaggerate the dipole moment of H 2 0
and HCI at the SCF level. However, addition of the second
set ofd functions lessens this overestimate dramatically. The
remaining discrepancy is not disturbing since SCF calculations of these two molecules, even using a basis set near the
Hartree-Fock limit,40 are uniformly too high. Following the
further reduction in J.L associated with correlation (a trend
which agrees with calculations involving much larger basis
sets), the MP2/ + Vp s (2d)s moments agree rather well
with the experimental values (to within 8% ). With regard to
the higher-order moments, they are not especially sensitive
to the basis set although there is a general trend for the more
extended sets to yield larger moments. The latter values are
in reasonable agreement with the available experimental
data. Based on recent calculations, correlation would not be
expected to affect the quadrupole moments very much. 40
The last rows of Tables II and III list the components of
the dipole polarizability tensor which are all clearly underestimated when compared to the experimental values. This is
not surprising in view of the very slow saturation of polarizabilities with respect to basis set as documented in the literature. 41 Nevertheless, the smallest degree of underestimation
is associated with our + Vps(2d)s which is in error by
about 15% (H 20) and 25% (HCI) following correction by
MP2.
In summary, the basis sets considered here appear to
offer a reasonable framework for studying the H 20-HCI
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TABLE IV. Calculated structural parameters ofH20-HCI (in A and deg).

+ VpS(2d)s

R(O···CI)
8(OCIH)
a"
r(HCI)
~r(HCI)b

r(OH)

8(HOH)

6-3IG··
SCF
unc

+vps
SCF
unc

SCF
unc

unc

corr

3.250
2.2
144.8
1.277
0.011
0.943
107.1

3.303
2.9
141.6
1.278
0.009
0.944
107.1

3.369
3.2
138.7
1.275
0.008
0.943
106.7

3.235
3.5
131.3
1.286
0.012
0.943 c
106.7c

3.281
3.4
133.2
1.289
0.QI5
0.943 c
106.7c

SCF+MP2

• Angle between HOH bisector and 0·· ·CI axis.
br (HCI)complex - r(HCI)mo.om...
c Uncorrected SCF value.

complex. Geometries of the subunits agree favorably with
experiment as do the multipole moments, especially in the
case of + Vp s (2d)s. The largest source of error arises from
the polarizabilities which are underestimated by 15%-25%
with the latter basis set. We can hence expect the contributions to the interaction energy from induction and dispersion
to be underestimated as well.
IV. COMPLEX
A. Structure

Table IV summarizes the optimized geometry of the
H 20-HCl complex obtained at various levels of theory. Focusing our attention first on the SCF results in the first three
columns (uncorrected for BSSE), we see an elongation of
the intermolecular separation R (0· .. Cl) associated with
enlargements of the basis set. This stretch is connected to a
weakening of the interaction which is discussed in greater
detail below. The O(OClH) angle in the next row corresponds to the nonlinearity of the H bond which is less than 4
in all cases.
a, which measures the angle between the HOH bisector
and the O· .. Cl axis, undergoes a modest reduction as the
basis set is enlarged, taking the complex toward a more perpendicular arrangement. In order to analyze this trend, it
must first be understood that the angle of around 140° is due
in large measure to a compromise between two different effects.42 The attraction between the dipole moment of water
and the partial positive charge on the H of HCl pulls the
HOH bisector away from HCl, i.e., towards large values of a
tending toward 180°. At the same time, since the out-ofplane component of the H 20 quadrupole moment Oyy is of
negative sign, its attraction toward the hydrogen of HCl
pulls the HOH in the opposite direction from the dipole, viz.
toward lower a. Enlarging the basis set both lowers Jl and
increases Oyy. Hence, the pull toward larger a is diminished
while the force toward smaller a is enhanced; these two
trends reinforce one another and a more perpendicular arrangement results. (An alternate explanation involving orbital overlap would invoke a greater separation of the two 0
lone pairs with increasing basis set size. 43 )
0

The next several rows of Table IV describe the internal
geometries of the individual subunits which are relatively
insensitive to basis set. ar(HCI) is defined as the stretching
of this bond caused by H-bond formation; i.e., the difference
between r(HCl) in the complex and in the isolated subunit.
This stretching diminishes somewhat as the basis set is enlarged. The changes in the water geometry as a result of
complex formation are negligible.
Turning now to the effects of electron correlation, comparison of the third and fourth columns of data in Table IV
reveals a contraction of 0.13 A in R(O·· 'CI), indicating a
stabilization of the complex (see below). The MP2 value of
a is some 7° smaller than the SCF angle, consistent with the
correlation-induced reduction in Jl(H 20) mentioned earlier. We note finally that inclusion of correlation results in a
50% increase in the stretch in r(HCI) caused by H-bond
formation. The above findings are entirely consistent with
our earlier calculations of the effects of correlation upon the
structure of H 20-HCl. 17
The last column in Table IV describes the geometry of
the complex obtained when the optimization includes subtraction of the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise correction at
both the SCF and MP21evels. The principal effect is a 0.05 A
increase in R (0· .. CI), due to the removal of the BSSE
which represents a spurious attractive term. Our best estimate of the intermolecular distance is therefore 3.28 A, 0.07
A longer than the experimentally derived value. 18 This discrepancy is not surprising since the calculated polarizability
of the subunits is lower than the experimental results by
some 25%, leading to an underestimate of the induction and
dispersion components of the interaction energy. A second
factor is the termination of the perturbation expansion of the
correlation energy at second order. Finally, our calculated
equilibrium R (0· .. CI) represents Re while the experimental value corresponds to the vibration-averaged Ro.
Previous experimental work l8 has indicated the structure of H 20-HCl belongs to the C2v point group, i.e.,
a = 180° and O(OClH) = 0°, in contrast to our theoretical
Cs geometry. However, it must be borne in mind that the
experimental structure is an average over ground-state vibrational motion whereas the theoretical geometry is a true
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TABLE V. Interaction energies and basis set superposition errors (all entries in kcallmol}.

TABLE VI. Infrared harmonic fundamental frequencies (cm lute intensities (km/mol) for water molecule.

+ Vps(2d}s
6-31G**

+ Vps

6.16
1.20
7.36

SCF
MP2

0.85
0.59

SCF
MP2
SCF+MP2

5.31
0.61
5.92

5.09
1.19
6.28

3.85
1.58
5.42

3.97
1.30
5.27

-BSSE
0.09
0.48
0.51
0.87
- (~E- BSSE)
4.61
3.88
0.79
0.32
4.67
4.94

AI

6-31G**
+Vps
+ Vps(2d}s
Ref. 45
Expt: a
b

4149
4129
4139
3990
3657
3832

16
25
19
15
2.5
2.2

6-31G**
+Vps
+ Vps(2d}s
Expt: b

2985
2987
2994

11
17
13
2

b

a
-~E

SCF
MP2
SCF+ MP2

VI

0.11
0.58
3.74
1.00
4.74

a Geometry optimized at SCF level.
bGeometry optimized at MP2 level, including BSSE corrections.

equilibrium configuration. Taking our MP2/ + Vps (2d)s
geometry, corrected for BSSE, as a starting point, we calculated the barrier to inversion (Cs --> C2v --> Cs ) as 0.19 and
0.42 kcal/mol at the SCF and MP2 levels, respectively.
When the barrier is this low, the ground vibrational wave
function would be spread over a wide range of a, leading to
the observation of a time-averaged C2v structure, as was illustrated earlier for H 2 0-HF. 17
B. Interaction energy

The energetic aspects of the complex are reported in
Table V where it may be seen from the first row that the SCF
interaction energy decreases rather sharply as the basis set is
enlarged from 6-31G** to + Vps to + Vps(2d)s. The following row indicates the MP2 contribution to the interaction is quite insensitive to basis set, leaving the total interaction energies in the next row to reproduce the SCF trend.
The next two rows of Table V contain the basis set superposition errors computed by the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise scheme. Whereas the SCF BSSE is nearly 1 kcal/mol
for the 6-31 G** basis set, this quantity has been reduced by
an order of magnitude to negligible proportions with
+ Vps(2d)s. The MP2 BSSE, on the other hand, is much
more resistant to these basis set enlargements, remaining
above 0.5 kcal/mol for all sets. The very slow subsidence of
the BSSE at correlated levels appears to be a general property as it has been observed for a range of different systems. 29•44
Subtraction of the BSSE from aE leaves the corrected
interaction energies listed in the last portion of Table V. The
corrected values, like the uncorrected aE, diminish with
larger basis sets although not as dramatically. Our most reliable interaction energy, computed at the SCF + MP2levei
with the + Vps(2d)s basis set and including counterpoise
correction of the BSSE, coupled to a geometry optimized at
the same level, is 4.74 kcal/mol. Of this total, 1.00 kcal/mol
is due to correlation effects. Addition to this electronic contribution of zero-point vibrational energies, evaluated using
the frequencies described below, yields a aE( 0 K) of - 3.30
kcal/mol. Evaluating AH at 298 K requires translational,
rotational, and vibrational energy corrections, as well as

I)

and abso-

V2

A2

V3

A3

1770
1727
1759
1720
1595
1648

104
94
103
99
76
67

4267
4242
4244
4080
3756
3942

58
85
91
65
42
40

1283
1268
1291

52
50
55
35

3116
3120
3120

35
52
54
25

H 2O

D 20

a Frequencies from Ref. 49; intensities from Ref. 46.
bHarmonic frequencies from Ref. 47; intensities from Ref. 48.

apv, leading finally to a value of - 3.96 kcal/mol.
A number ofSCF calculations in the literature have neglected to remove the BSSE, perhaps in the anticipation that
retention of this artificial attractive property would in some
sense compensate for the omission of correlation effects. The
results in Table V suggest that this cancellation of errors is
only true to a limited extent. For example, the SCF interaction energy with the + Vps(2d)s basis set, and including
geometry optimization at the SCF level, is 3.97 kcal/mol, 0.8
less than the value obtained with correct treatment of correlation and BSSE. Nor do these two factors quantitatively
cancel one another with respect to the intermolecular separation. As may be seen in Table IV, the uncorrected SCF
value of R(O" 'Cl) is 3.37 A, 0.09 A longer than the corrected MP2 distance.
V. VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES AND INTENSITIES
A. Subunits

Tables VI and VII list the frequencies and intensities we
have calculated with each of our basis sets at the SCF level
for the isolated H 20 and HCI monomers and their deuteratTABLE VII. Infrared harmonic fundamental frequency (cm lute intensity (km/mol) for HCl.

and abso-

DCl

HCl

6-31G**
+Vps
+ Vps(2d}s
[7s6p2d /4s1pja
Expt

1)

V

A

v

A

3178
3174
3174
3141
2990b

34
42
57
56
39C

2287
2284
2284
2260

18
22
30
29

3042d
aBasis set from Ref. 50 plus additional sand p functions (as = 0.0554;
a p = 0.125) on Cl and s on H (as = 0.0302). Exponents of polarization
functions were optimized at SCF level: ad(Cl) = 1.147,0.280; ap(H}
=0.75.
bFrom Ref. 51.
C Quoted in Ref. 52.
d Harmonic frequency from Ref. 53.
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ed derivatives. The data reported were obtained using the
harmonic approximation and no attempt has been made to
"scale" the SCF frequencies. VI' V2' and V3 for water correspond, respectively, to the symmetric O-H stretch, HOH
bending, and the asymmetric stretch.
Scanning down any given column of Table VI, the dependence of the spectroscopic data upon basis set may be
seen to be rather small. The frequencies vary by 40 cm -lor
less, with the intensities changing by less than a factor of 2;
the variation is even smaller for 0 20. Comparison with the
experimental data indicates the calculated frequencies are
uniformly exaggerated by some 8%, as is usually the case for
SCF data. Indeed, while the frequencies reported in the
fourth row, which were calculated using a basis set closer to
the Hartree-Fock limit, are generally somewhat lower than
ours, they remain considerably larger than the experimental
values.
Although the theoretical intensity A I is overestimated
by about one order of magnitude in comparison to experiment, the intensities of the other two modes are only slightly
too high. Our calculated intensities for all three modes are in
excellent coincidence with the values previously obtained by
Krohn and Kern (row 4 of Table VI), and essentially duplicated by others. 12,13 Most importantly, all experimental
trends are reproduced with our basis sets: VI is slightly
smaller than V 3; the two most intense modes are correctly
predicted to be V 2 and V 3.
A similar degree of insensitivity to basis set is observed
in the spectroscopic data of HCI, displayed in Table VII. The
frequencies calculated with our three basis sets are all within
4 cm - I of one another. Application of the considerably larger [7s6p2d /4s1p] basis set leads to only a modest reduction
in V and little change in the intensity. Our calculated frequency and intensity agree extremely well with the experimental values reported in the last two rows of the table.
All in all, our basis sets appear to reproduce the quantitative aspects of these subunits quite well. Even with use of
much larger sets, we do not find significant improvement.
Rather, the major portion of the errors, e.g., the overestimation of the frequencies, can be attributed to the omission of
electron corelation, a factor which cannot be practically included in our study of the spectrum of the larger complex.
Nevertheless, the good quantitative agreement and correct
reproduction of experimental patterns in the individual
subunits suggest these sets are fully capable of treating the
changes induced by complexation.
B.Complex

Since there appears to be little sensitivity of the spectroscopic data to the specific basis set, we have restricted our
investigation of the complex to our best basis, + Vps(2d)s.
The fully optimized SCF geometry of the complex was used
as a reference point in computing the normal mode vibrations and intensities. The internal modes of the subunits remain easily identifiable in the complex and it is to these vibrations which we first turn our attention.
Table VIII lists the changes induced in the subunit parameters by formation ofthe H-bonded complex. The three
frequencies of the water subunit are predicted to be virtually

TABLE VIII. Frequency difference (vcomplex - V monome,' cm - I) and intensity ratio (Acomple. / Amonomer ) of intramolecular modes resulting from complexation of H 20-HCI and deuterated derivatives calculated with

+ VP"'(2d)s.

HCI

HOH
VI

H 20-HCI
D 20-HCI
H 20-DCI
D 20-DCI

-4

-3
-4

-3

AI

V2

A2

V3

1.9
1.9
2.0
1.9

+1
+2
0
+2

0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

-3
0

-3
0

A3

V,

A,

1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2

-105
-105
-75
-75

6.4
6.1
4.9
4.7

unaffected by complexation, shifting by less than 5 cm - I in
all cases. These small shifts agree nicely with Ayers and Pullin's spectrum ofH 20-HCI in an Ar matrix in which shifts of
20 cm- I or less were observed. 20 The insensitivity of the
H 20 frequencies to complexation are entirely consistent
with the aforementioned lack of appreciable changes in its
geometry.
The effect of complexation upon the intensities is reported as a ratio A complex / Amonomer in Table VIII. Most affected is
the symmetric stretch of water, with A I doubled in magnitude. The increase in the asymmetric stretch A3 is predicted
to be somewhat smaller while the bend A2 undergoes a small
decrease. Notice that the above trends are independent of the
degree of deuteration. This pattern of complexation-induced
intensity modifications (the enhancement of A I is greater
thanA3 whileA 2 is virtually unchanged) does not appear to
be unique to the H 20-HCI complex since very similar trends
have been noted l2 .13 recently in H 20-HOH. We mention
finally that the greater sensitivity of the calculated intramolecular intensities to complexation as compared to the frequencies was observed also in our earlier study54 of
XH 3 (HF)n, X = N,P.
In contrast to the relative insensitivity of the water internal modes, the H-CI stretch, designated V s ' is strongly red
shifted by formation of the H bond. This shift is calculated to
be 105 cm- I for HCI and 75 cm- I for DCI. This stretching
band is also sixfold intensified (nearly fivefold for DCI).
Such a strong red shift and intensification has been noted on
numerous occasions and is characteristic of the H-bonding
phenomenon. 55 In more quantitative terms, Ault and Pimentel 19 have observed a red shift of 216 cm- I for H 2OHCI, twice as large as our calculated value of 105. However,
as has been noted on a previous occasion,54 the N 2 matrix in
which they made their measurement is expected to lead to a
substantially larger shift than in a vacuum, to which our
calculations directly pertain. Taking as an example the similar Me 20-HCI complex for which there exist frequency data
both in the gas phase56.57 and in N2 matrix,58 the shift in the
HCI stretching frequency in N2 is 1.8 times greater than the
shift observed in the gas phase. Other factors in the discrepancy between our calculated shift and that observed in N 2
include our neglect of correlation, which can have a marked
effect on the proton transfer potential and thereby upon the
Vs frequency, and the invocation of the harmonic approximation. 54
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TABLE IX. Frequencies (cm - I) and intensities (km/mol) of intermolecular vibrations calculated with + VpS(2d)s basis set.

H 20-HCl
D 20-HCl
H 20-DCl
D 20-DCl

v"

A"

Vb

Ab

Vt

At

v p,

A p,

v P2

Ap2

118
114
118
114

3
3
3
3

459
441
357
331

77

53
71
41

351
351
252
252

38
38
22
22

143
109
131
104

33
18
25
15

94
71
94
71

28
15
28
15

We note finally that A-H"'B complexes in the gas
phase typically show v" frequencies in the range 80-200
cm - I while v p2 is generally below 100 cm -1.4 Our calculated values for these quantities fall nicely into these ranges.
Summarizing, in view of the flatness of the intermolecular
potential and the ensuing anharmonicity of the low-frequency modes, the agreement between our calculated harmonic
frequencies and the experimental measurements is indeed
encouraging.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Turning now to the intermolecular modes, we adopt the
nomenclature of Bertie and Falk. 56 v" represents the intermolecular stretch which pulls the two subunits apart. Inplane and out-of-plane wags of the proton donor molecule
are, respectively, denoted Vb and V" whereas vp, and v P2
refer to the corresponding wags of the proton acceptor.
While these idealized motions did mix together to some extent, each calculated normal mode was nonetheless readily
identified as consisting primarily of one type of motion.
These assignments were further confirmed by isotopic substitution.
Owing to the difficulty in detection of bands in the far
infrared region, ab initio calculations can playa particularly
important role in prediction and interpretation of this portion of the spectrum. The frequencies and intensities calculated for H 20-HCl and its deuterated derivatives with the
+ Vps (2d)s basis set are displayed in Table IX. The frequency of the intermolecular stretch v" is fairly small,
between 114 and 118 cm - I , and of very low intensity, only 3
lan/mol. Ault and Pimentel's estimate l9.59 of v" (100
cm - I) agrees very well as does the stretching frequency of
119 cm- I measured for the similar (CH3)20-HCl complex
in the gas phase. 56
In all cases, the highest frequency vibrations are predicted to be the in-plane wags of the proton donor Vb' followed
by its out-of-plane counterpart V t • Our calculated value of
459 cm - I for Vb in H 20-HCl agrees extremely well with the
observation by Ault and Pimentel of a broadband at 460
cm- I which they also assigned to the H-bond bend. 19 Replacement ofH by D lowers the calculated frequency, down
to 331 cm - I in the case of full deuteration. This decrease
conforms quantitatively to a previous observation56 in which
replacement ofHCl in (CH 3)20-HCl by DCllowered the Vb
band from 470 to 335 cm - I . The out-of-plane vibration V t is
calculated to be 351 cm- I for HCl and 252 for DCl. We also
note that the in-plane mode is considerably more intense
than V t • Indeed, with the exception of the greatly enhanced
H-Cl Vs stretch, Vb is predicted to be one of the more intense
bands of the complex, comparable to the intramolecular
modes ofH 20. 60
The wags of the proton acceptor H 20 occur at much
lower frequency, with v pI surpassing VP2 by some 49 cm- I •
Our calculated values of 143 and 94 cm - I for H 20-HCl are
consistent with the gas-phase spectrum ofH 20-HF in which
I
VPI and v P2 are equal to 157 and 64 cm- , respectively.61
The predicted intensities of these two modes are nearly equal
to one another and comparable to At as well as to AI' the
symmetric internal stretch of HOH. 62

The basis sets which we have used here, containing a
diffuse sp shell and two sets of d functions on 0 and Cl,
provide a solid foundation for investigation of the H 20-HCl
complex. Although the polarizabilities of the subunits are
underestimated somewhat, as is expected for basis sets of
only moderate size, the geometries and electric moments of
the subunits agree rather well with experiment. Moreover,
our largest + Vps (2d)s basis leads to a negligibly small
SCF superposition error in the complex (although the MP2
BSSE remains sizable).
Whereas the internal geometry of the H 20 subunit is
essentially unaffected by complexation, the H-Cl bond is
lengthened substantially. The orientation of the H 20 molecule with respect to the O' .. Cl axis shows some sensitivity to
basis set which can be simply rationalized on the basis of
interaction between the various electric moments. Enlargements of the basis set also lead to increased separation
between the two subunits, partially explained by a diminishing BSSE. Inclusion of electron correlation shortens the
bond and adds about 1 kcallmol to the interaction energy
which totals 4.7 (with counterpoise correction of both the
energy and geometry).
The basis sets used in this study also reproduce with
good accuracy all the essential features of the IR spectra of
the H 2 0-HCl complex and its constituent subunits. Upon
complexation, the H-Cl stretching frequency is red shifted
and its intensity enhanced sixfold, conforming to the usual
expectations for a H bond. On the other hand, the spectrum
of the H 20 is affected very little. The intermolecular vibrational modes of highest frequency are the in-plane (459
cm -I) and out-of-plane (351 cm -I) wags of the proton donor HCl. The wags of the proton acceptor and the stretch of
the two subunits away from one another fall in the 100 cm - I
range. Calculated intensities of the intermolecular modes
vary between 28 and 77 km/mol, almost as high as the intramolecular vibrations. The only exception is the H-bond
stretch v" which is of very low intensity (3 lan/mol).
This finding conforms to the principle enunciated earlie~4 that intermolecular vibrations will be of low intensity
unless they involve substantial angular reorientation of the
dipole moment of either subunit. While the wags of both the
proton donor and acceptor cause the necessary dipole reorientation in H 20-HC1, the low-intensity v" vibration merely
results in an oscillating translation.
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assignment is particularly nettlesome. Since the composition of the sample was H 20:HCI:N2 = 1: 1:350, this feature may well have been due to the
water dimer which is competitive with H 20-HCI in stability. Partial support of this tentative assignment comes from the observation by Bentwood
etal. [Ref. 47(b) 1ofa band at precisely this frequency for H-bond bend-

ing in the water dimer in N2 matrix.
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